
Managing Psychopathic and Sociopathic Behaviours in the 
Workplace 

Classical management theory is very silent on the influence of personality in business, especially 
psychopaths and sociopaths who can and do exist in business. This workshop will provide strategies for 
how to recognise and how best manage or work with these personality types. 

Psychopaths view people more objectively: How do you affect their power? Psychopaths are very 
friendly if they believe you enhance their power. If not, you’re expendable or threatening. Since 
psychopaths are very paranoid, it won’t take much for you to threaten them. 

Sociopaths view people more relationally: How can you please them? If sociopaths like you, they will 
bring you under their complete control. If they dislike you, they will enjoy harming you. In fact, sociopaths 
like this so much that they will even risk their own power interests. 

Course Outline - Content Course Outcomes 

− What makes a Psychopath

− What makes a Sociopath

− The thought processes of a Sociopath and
Psychopath

− The differences between a Psychopath and
Sociopath

− The impact and Sociopath can have on your
workplace and brand

− The impact a Psychopath can have on your
workplace and brand

− How to recognise a Psychopath and a
Sociopath

− Management Strategies for a Psychopath

− Management Strategies for a Sociopath

− The different personality styles

− The different behavioural patterns

− The strategies these personality types use to
manipulate employee behaviour

− Understanding how psychopaths and
sociopaths achieve power and promotion

− Be able to design and implement
effective strategies for managing;

− Be able to identify potential
psychopathic behaviours

− Be able to identify potential
sociopathic behaviours

− Describe the different personality
styles, behaviours and traits

− Demonstrate an awareness of the
different behavioural patterns

− Understand the impact these
behavioural styles can have on your
business

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT PERSON CENTRED TRAINING: 
Phone: +61 08 7129 8241                Email:  training@pcthr.com.au 
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